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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The beauty and fascination of a well planted, decorative community tank most often draws the 

newcomer to the hobby of tropical fish keeping. The interactions between the inhabitants of 

their mini-ecosystem provide the hobbyist with many hours of intrigue and relaxation. Undoub-

tedly, the most fascinating interactions to witness are those of courtship and spawning. Live-

bearers such as guppies, mollies and platys are common inhabitants of the beginner's commu-

nity tank and these prolific fish are often responsible for leading many aquarists into the chal-

lenging hobby of breeding tropical fish. 

Tropical fish culture can supply a lifetime of enjoyment and new challenges for the serious 

breeder. The panoply of spawning behaviors and environmental adaptations that fish have 

made to ensure their species survives and procreates in their natural environment provides an 

almost ‘endless’ supply of challenges. 

Another common incentive, which often sparks the avid beginner into a ‘breeding frenzy’, is 

when he/she learns of the fecundity of their favourite fish and the price they fetch in their local 

pet shop.  

 

More often than not these entrepreneurial hobbyists are quickly disheartened when their road 

to early retirement doesn’t show the profit margins originally speculated. Although it is certainly 



possible to create some extra ‘pocket-money’ or even to make fish breeding your living it cer-

tainly won’t happen overnight. As with everything in life, long-term success comes from hard 

work and dedication. 

Over the last 20 years I have successfully bred and sold over 20 species of tropical fish. Over 

these 20 years I have learnt a lot about fish breeding, nutrition water parameters and health. 

These lessons were learnt through reading, listening and of course through trial and error and 

many mistakes. In this book I hope to be able to share with you the information that I have ac-

quired over the past 20 years. Although making mistakes is an invaluable part of learning so 

too is reading and listening. By sharing with you the knowledge I have obtained, perhaps you 

won’t have to experience some of the same mistakes and hardships that I had over the years. I 

have acquired many useful hints and ideas for saving time and money and it is often these little 

short cuts and cost cutting methods that can turn your expensive hobby into one that will pay 

for itself or maybe even pay some dividends. One of challenges of tropical fish breeding is 

learning new techniques to operate cheaper and more effectively whilst maintaining top quality 

fish and it is through sharing experiences and ideas that we can all benefit. 

The Past to the Present - My History in Fish Breeding 

I began breeding tropical fish over 20 years ago in Adelaide, South Australia. Like 

many others my introduction to the hobby was with Livebearers. A friend of mine had 

a setup consisting of two breeding tanks; four growing tanks and a large show tank. I 



was impressed with his many varieties? Platys and swords and the system he used 

to breed them. 

I was to start out with a similar setup, although I decided to try my hand at guppies and mollies. 

I had six tanks, two 900mm x 355mm wide and 460 high for breeding and the other four 

600mm x 355mm x 460 high for growing the young. Due to my lack of funds each tank was 

simply furnished with a sponge filter some Java moss, water sprite and a heater? It was always 

exciting to come home to another batch of young guppies or Mollies hiding amongst the plant; it 

was this excitement and fascination, which spurred me on to bigger and better things. It was 

when a friend told me of a local pet shop, who was selling their old tanks, that was when my 

serious breeding career began. The very next day I was in the shop marking the tanks ‘sold’. I 

ended up with 18 tanks (2 x 4’ and 16 x 24”) but unfortunately no stands. I constructed a stand 

for the two large tanks and these were placed in the dining room. I made up another stand to 

house the smaller tanks and these stayed in the spare bedroom. 

I decided to try my hand at breeding some African mouth brooding cichlids, placing a colony (2 

females, 1 male?) of Fuelleborni (Labeotropheus fuelleborni) in one of the large tanks.  

Within 4 weeks both females were carrying eggs in their mouths. In the second 4-ft tanks I put 

six young Frontosa (Cyphotilapia frontosa). These fish take three to five years to mature and 

are highly sought after as adult breeding colonies so I thought they would make a good invest-

ment. In the smaller tanks I began breeding bristle nose and bronze catfish and angels. 



 

It was not long before the house was cluttered with tanks. At this stage I decided to move my 

rapidly expanding hobby outside into a small shed made of color-bond tin on the outside, 

double insulated and ten millimeter ply for the inside walls and ceilings. The shed was approx. 

ten-foot square, (3metres x3metres) and heated with a gas camp heater to maintain the tem-

perature at 30OC throughout the year. This was a far more cost effective method than heating 

tanks with individual heaters at $75 a piece, not only because of the initial outlay but also be-

cause gas is much cheaper than electricity. This shed housed my original eighteen tanks plus a 

further ten that I had learnt to make myself. Whilst in this shed I began breeding many new 

species including Kribensis, Gouramis and Discus. After a further eight months I found my 

‘hobby’ turning into a second job and the small shed was becoming over-crowded with tanks 

and fish. I realised the potential of how many fish I able to produce but didn’t have the tank 

space required to reach this potential. Therefore I decided to build a new shed large enough to 

accommodate over one hundred breeding and growout tanks. Before the new shed could be 

erected a brick retaining wall had to be built and tones of soil was removed - at this stage I rea-

lised I was really hooked on breeding fish! Once the concrete floor was down and the shed 

erected, insulation, power, gas pipe and fibro panelling were installed. Once again I decided to 

go with the gas heater to maintain the air temperature between 30oC to 32oC. In the winter my 

friends loved the fish room.  

 



Summer, however, was a different story; if I was working in the shed they would come back lat-

er! As time rolled by I built more tanks and bought more fish with the profits from the existing 

breeders. From start to finish the new shed was at its full capacity in three months. I could now 

and did produce over 3000 fish per month and the aquarium shops in my area couldn't keep up 

with this level of production.  

The only way to sell this volume of stock was to find some wholesalers in the tropical fish busi-

ness. Obviously wholesalers don't pay as much as retailers for your fish but they would take 

volume. This is an advantage when you are producing a large number of fish, as it is much 

more convenient to off-load them all at once, rather than selling them in dribs-and-drabs. Find-

ing a wholesaler proved to be very easy; there was one only five minutes from where I lived! 

Even more to my amazement, I recognised the fellow from nearly twenty years previously, 

when I was a partner in a pet store! Kurt was his name, he visited my shed and was impressed 

with the quality of fish and to my delight he agreed to buy all the fish I could produce. 

After 6 years of breeding and selling fish in Adelaide a big change was to occur in my life and 

fish-breeding career. Whilst visiting family in Townsville, North Queensland I fell in love with the 

tropical climate; not only for the lifestyle but of course for breeding fish. Such warm tempera-

tures meant minimal heating costs and I also found the water to be perfect for most fish I bred – 

very, soft with a pH of between 7.0 and 7.2.  

I was so convinced of Townsville’s potential that I found myself making arrangements to head 

North as soon as I had arrived back in Adelaide. The logistics of moving all of my tanks and fish 



over 3000 Kilometres was overwhelming so I decided to sell up and start afresh in Townsville. I 

kept a few of my best breeders and arranged to have a friend send them up once I was set up. 

A little over two months after returning from our holiday, we were packed and ready to depart.  

Of course, it was very hard saying goodbye to all my friends and business associates, but the 

adventure ahead kept our spirits up. 

My nephew in Townsville had arranged a house for us before our arrival and he must have 

read my mind. It was perfect for fish breeding - a dream come true. A long room (100 m2) runs 

the full length of the house. This room used to be a kindergarten and is big enough to fit more 

than two hundred tanks. The room is also equipped with a small kitchen, a toilet plus a laundry. 

I now don’t have to set foot outside the house to enter the fish room and I can keep a close eye 

on the fish through two windows, which open from the lounge into the fish room.  

Not long after settling in I set to work fitting out the room. Steel tubing and a slab of glass were 

ordered and I began by building eighty tanks on 8 stands. These took approximately 3 months 

and once complete I organised transport of my breeders from my mate’s place in Adelaide.  

It was not long before production was under way and fish were being sent to wholesalers ‘down 

south’, including my old friends in Adelaide. I also visited all of the local aquarium shops to offer 

them my fish.  

Initially shop owners were sceptical of a backyard breeder. They would all tell the same story - 

too many losses were experienced with fish purchased from home breeders. They were hap-



pier buying fish from a wholesaler, where they would be credited for any losses. When I offered 

the same guarantee of quality, plus a saving in freight charges the shop owners started to buy 

small quantities of fish I produced. Whenever I made a delivery I would always inspect their 

other fish. If there were anything wrong I would point it out and advise them of a suitable cure 

with minimal stress. 

After a while I built up a strong working relationship with the local shops. If the shop owners or 

their customers had any problems or questions regarding their fish they would ring me for in-

formation.  

I am not saying that i could cure or help everyones problems as i was still learning as well. 

Learning i did a lot of in the years to come. Over the next 5 years many changes were made to 

my fish room, changing tanks to different sizes for the fish i was breeding then changing from 

single tanks on sponge filtration systems to tanks that ran into one trickle system. Eighteen 

tanks run off one trickle system. To me this is the best filtration system that i designed and 

proved to be the one i stuck with, especially for breeding discus. These fish release a hormone 

into the water when they spawn and on a trickle system the other tanks that are fed on the 

same water would also start to spawn. Not all tanks would have eggs however out of eighteen 

pairs at least sixteen would. Water control and changes were easier on this system. I didn't 

change that much water on the breeders side, only when the fish had young and it was time to 

take the fry from the parents, i would turn off the tap that fed into that tank, this would isolate it 

from the rest so i could give the tank a good clean and drain three quarters of the water out. 



Once this was done all i had to do was turn the tap back on and the tank would fill back up from 

the trickle system, that i would place more water as it slowly filled the tank. This way the one 

tank didn't get a huge water change they all received a little of the new water. I slowly changed 

all my tanks into the new trickle systems and the ones i couldn't i sold and made new ones. I 

would drill a 35 mm hole as close to the top of the tank and use one inch poly fittings for the 

outlet and 19 mm for the return water supply. In eighteen tanks i used a 4000 litre per hour 

submersable pump to feed the tanks, a four foot tank made into a trickle system and to heat the 

18 tanks in Queensland 3 x 300 watt heaters was used in the trickle system. Think of the cost 

saving alone. On the grow out side was a different story they to were on trickle systems and 

had sponge filters in each tank, these tanks were larger than the breeders and received many 

water changes. Sometimes one rack of 12 tanks would receive as much as a thousand litres of 

new water a day. The growers tanks had the sponge filters just in case i turned any one of them 

off at any one time, and to increase the oxygen levels in the water. The lack of oxygen and a 

high nitrate level in the growers tanks meant stunted fish or Poor growth rate. I was aiming for 

fast turnover of my fish. I lived in this house for five years when i purchase twenty two and a 

half acres fifty kilometres South of town. The move took me two weeks, setting up one rack at a 

time then moving two racks of fish and placing them in one rack so i could bring the next rack 

down. I was glad when it was all over and running again. The property did not have town water 

but relied on a well then a dam. The dam was a life saver as the water was only 16 feet under 

the ground and good water at that. The fish room was in a large shed forty metres from the 

house and just outside the front of the shed i put 22 ponds, 12 x 2500 ltr and 6 x 5000 and 4 



concrete ponds that were eight foot long, four foot wide and nearly three foot high. I grew plants 

in all ponds. Also many live bearers and a few thousand Siamese fighting fish which grew to 

sellable size in three months. Near the shed was a 30000 litre water tank which i would fill from 

the dam and use for the fish room and ponds. I had two 200 ltre drums buried in the ground 

outside the back of the shed that i used for a trickle system and was connected to the large wa-

ter tank.To do a large water change the water in the tank was around 28 degrees most of the 

time. I would turn on the tap on the water tank which gravity fed to the trickle system, then 

move the exit water that fed back into the trickle system from the fish room went onto my vegy 

patch. This is what i call a flow through system. When i think the tanks have had a good change 

i would simply turn off the tap and replace the exit back to the trickle system. In the fish room i 

have bred many types of fish, fighter, large and dwarf gouramis, discus, angels, many types of 

tetras, barbs, catfish and many types of cichlids to many to name. Some i had very good suc-

cess and others i bred but not in large numbers. Even natives i had a go at these fishes, they 

were very easy to breed as most of the Rainbow fishes are prolific breeders. I nearly forgot to 

mention how i heated the water in the shed. All the heaters in the tanks were thrown out as the 

cost was to high, no gas heater was used as no mains gas in townsville yet as far as i know, 

only bottle gas was available. Yes you still had to heat the tanks in tropical Queensland. So the 

answer was a slow combustion heater as i had trees dying and falling over all the time on the 

property. Heating was virtually free just my time and fuel to cut the trees so they would fit into 

the heater. The heater was placed in the middle of the back wall and was only lit in the evening 

through the winter months and on some occasions when it was a little chilly. I would fill the hea-



ter up with a couple of large logs get it roaring then go back in the shed a little later and turn the 

damper down so it was just on. This took a few times to get right. The first time i had the fish 

room at 47c and nearly cooked the fish. I eventually got it down pack, perfect free heating all i 

had to figure out was how to run the pumps for free, maybe a long extension cord to the neigh-

bors shed. Just joking but it would be cheap. 

 


